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I made my fourth trip of the year to Upper Lake Mary a few weeks ago, hoping to
finally catch a pike this year, but conditions were still unfavorable—cold, windy, and
muddy water with 1” visibility. I also had the same results as the last three trips—no
pike! I understand that the definition of insanity is doing the same thing over and
over again expecting a different result. I’ll let you judge for yourself if I’m insane, or
just doggedly persistent. (My wife voted ”insane.”) I think I’m done making the trip up
to Flagstaff for the year, unless I get a good report from someone.
I hope all of you enjoyed the presentation by Phil Rowley on how to fish still water.
While Phil was in Arizona, he spoke to us, the Arizona Fly Casters, the White Mountain
Fly Fishing Club, and the White Mountain Lake Foundation. I was fortunate enough to see all four of his
presentations, and I picked up something new each time. Phil really does know his stuff, and showed his
prowess at Becker Lake. However, let the record show that I, Joe Staller, out fished Phil Rowley on Sunday
at Big Lake—my three fish to his one. I’ll just kind of gloss over the fact that I’ve fished Big Lake hundreds of
times in the past, and this was his first trip there……Of all of the techniques that Phil discussed, I’m most
interested in trying “dangling” (fishing straight down with a sinking line) as well as working on improving
my technique for deep water indicator fishing.
I was part of the club trip to San Diego over the Memorial Day weekend, and I have to commend Tom
Horvath for doing a great job hosting it. Accommodations were comfortable and fairly priced, and the
location by H&M landing was ideal. Tom had arranged for several members of the San Diego Fly Fishing
club to meet up and fish with us in the bay and in the surf—and these folks were incredible helpful. He
also arranged for a meet and greet at the SoCal fly fishing shop, and I was able to pick up a few tips on
casting shooting heads, which flies to use when etc. etc. I added five new species to my fly caught list-my first sand bass, bay bass, croaker, surf perch and guitar fish. I really want to go back and try fishing the
saltwater in San Diego at different times of the year until I’m really comfortable with it. Plus I really like the
fresh sea food!

Tight Lines, keep your powder dry, and zip up your tent door at
night. Those mice are sneaky. Very sneaky.
Joe
Catch me at: joseph.staller@freescale.com - or - joestaller@yahoo.com

Desert Fly Casters Supports
BARBLESS HOOKS
CATCH & RELEASE

JUNE DFC CLUB MEETING...

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 11, 2014

DAVID HWANG, Photographer

Join us, and let our own DFC Trout Bum, David Hwang, help you express accurately those
pictures of your treasured moments on the
stream....We’ve all seen Mr. Hwang’s work and
as the evening unwinds we’ll all have a greater knowledge of his photography and maybe
a few of his photo secrets

Come along...Catch your Fishing D reams with all of us DFC TROUT BUMS!
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White Mountain Extravaganza Outing
June 20 thru June 22, 2014

Greetings, all!! It is once again time for the White Mountain Extravaganza. It will be held at the
Winn Campground (here) in the middle of all the White Mountain Lakes. We have one of the group
campgrounds reserved from June 20-June 22. It is a non-electric site that will accommodate both
campers and tents with ease. I will be there on the 18th and 19th as well and will have signs
posted so you know where to go. The fee for the camping will be the same as last year, $15 per
car per night.
As has become tradition, there will be a pot-luck chili feast on Saturday night. Please make a
small pot of chili and a side to share. The chili will all get mixed together to make the best pot
of chili you've ever tasted! I will have my crawfish traps with me and myself, Tom Horvath and
Dave McDougall will also be cooking up any crawfish we trap on Saturday night as well, so come
hungry!
Fishing opportunities abound with access to both lakes on state land and lakes and streams on
the White Mountain Apache Reservation. Reservation fishing licenses can be had in Pinetop/Lakeside and at the fly fishing shop between Pinetop and the Hon-Dah casino, which also has the best
info on what's fishing well. Good information can also be found in AZGFD's weekly Fishing Report.
For lakes, a pontoon boat or float tube works best, but fish can be caught of the shore at certain
lakes (Crescent is a good example) along with four and five wt rods and sinking lines. The usual
suspects for flies will work along with anything that Phil Rowley teaches us about during the May
meeting.
For the streams, anything from a 2wt all the way up to a four or five wt will work. Dries and hopper patterns work great and I usually have success dropping a red, size 16, Copper John off the
hopper. It'll be warm enough to wet wade the streams.
My usual plan is to fish one of the lakes early until the wind kicks up, then hit the streams later in
the day. Becker Lake should still be in good shape and is always a good candidate for early in the
day. Dark simi-seal leaches (beadhead and otherwise) work well at Becker, as do hoppers thrown
to rising fish or towards the bank at dawn and dusk (I caught a 20” rainbow doing that last year).
I'll have a sign-up sheet at the May and June meetings, or you can e-mail me at mike.yavello@
gmail.com and I'll add you to the list.
Have a good couple of months and I'll see you there!!
Tight lines,
Mike Yavello...Questions?? ...Catch me at: mike.yavello@gmail.com
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Host: Tom Horvath
Contact: Tom Horvath
Email: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com
Phone: (602) 768-7280
Outing Location: Boulder Cove Canyon Lake
Time: 4:30 am until noon
Fly Tying: From 5:45 until the July 9 Club meeting starts.
Bring your own tools. We will be tying a hopper dropper set-up for bluegill and discussing bass flies
Date: July 9th
Time: 5:45 pm – 7:00 pm
Location: Elks meeting hall before the meeting
Fish: Bluegill, largemouth bass, striped bass and tarpon
Rods: 3wt fly rod(s) - for bluegill • 5wt fly rod - for largemouth bass
12 wt rod - for tarpon
Lines: Floating for bluegill • Type two sinking or intermediate for bass
Equipment: Pontoon boat and if you need one let us know, net, no need for waders this time of year, sunscreen, possible bug spray, big hat like Tom Russo and Skip Culbert bought in Mexico, and cigars for the host.
Flies: Foam floating flies in a size 10 or 12 for the bluegill. We will tie a few at the meeting. Dropper can be
brassies, small nymphs and a good one is a size 14 or 16 Copper John. Chartreuse is a great color for the droppers but have other colors with you. Bass flies JR minnow, clousers, big buggers.
Lunch: Plan to have a bite at Tortilla Flats. Lunch on individual.
Note: You will need a Tonto Pass that you can get at the gas station on Apache and Idaho.
>>Just Kidding on Tarpon<<

TECHNOLOGY AND FLY FISHING
by Vince Deadmond

I like to use my fly fishing as an escape from technology.
Too many of us have allowed ourselves to be used as tools for
technology, instead of using technology as a tool. I am not one
to buy into every new technology. It seems like the more time
and money saving devices I purchase, the less time and money
I have for important things like fly fishing.
The map of where cell phones won’t work is getting smaller,
but when I am going fishing I often tell people that I won’t
be getting good cell service. The off button on my phone is a
great piece of technology. I would venture to say, “If you are
connected 24/7 your availability to go fly fishing is less likely
than a cell phone with no bars working.” On a recent trip to
Puerto Penasco, I was asked by a new guest at the RV Park for
the WiFi code. This is a great piece of technology, but technology is not why I go to Mexico. I am more concerned with the
fly fishing, time on the beach, making new friends, and joking
with old friends. Face to face time is more important than
digital interaction. The guest at the RV Park spent all of their
weekend in the trailer on the computer. I hope they enjoyed
their trip to Mexico.
Another great technology tool is GPS, but it’s also good to
have directions, and maybe a map as well. My friend Gentry
Smith was going to swing by my house, and then we were going to the Rim for a day trip. I live in the East Valley, and
when he called his GPS had led him off the path. He was not
off by much and we were able to get together and catch a few
fish at Canyon Creek and Tonto Creek. Sometimes we can’t
blame technology for our communication problems. When I

was in Puerto Penasco I asked some friends at the RV Park if
they wanted to go to the new tapas bar. They gave me a funny
look, like I had just stepped into something nasty and couldn’t
scrape it off my shoe fast enough. I went on to explain that
tapas were Spanish appetizers, some looked relieved. Somehow they thought I had ask them to go to a topless bar, some of
the old guys were disappointed that it was an appetizer place.
The internet is a great place to get tidbits of semi useful
fly fishing information. While attending a Mother’s Day family
gathering, I was telling my nephew Ryan about the three pound
Blue Gills, that I saw on the internet, being caught at Havasu
Lake. My 86 year old Dad heard enough of the conversation
to walk across the room and find out more about the big Gills.
One piece of technology that has been around along time is
the campfire. I like the camaraderie, the story telling, and the
sharing that happens when folks set around a campfire. With
fire restrictions in place our White Mountain Outing won’t be
able to have a traditional camp fire, but with technology we
may have a stack of LED lanterns that will be smokeless, and
not likely to set the forest on fire. I am looking forward to
seeing you at the White Mountain Outing and hope we will
have a chance to fish together or at least tell stories around
our high tech LED campfire. Vince Deadmond The Fly Fishing Hardware Guy can be reached at Best Hardware 237 N
Apache Trail, Apache Junction, AZ, vince@ajbest.com and
480 982 7461.

Keep this SAN JUAN date in mind...Plan for our annual DFC pilgrimage
with the rest of us Trout Bums...Ask questions...Talk among yourselves...
Mark it on the calendar...Post it on your bulletin board...
and, Plan to call in sick at work...Man-Up, keep Charlie up-to-date,
if ya are goin'!

September 18 - 21, 2014
San Juan

More details to come.
Any questions catch: Charlie Rosser at chasr123@cox.net.
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EDUCATION BITS an' Stu ff
...from Dick Brooks

Comments...Questions?? Catch me at: gdubby77@gmail.com

A brief history
of the fishing
reel

We take reels for granted nowadays, but they have only become a standard feature in angler's kit relatively
recently - and even now, their use isn't entirely universal, as any roach pole fisherman will tell you. A reel is
there to store line and to help play the fish, but using one isn't absolutely necessary - as anyone who has read
Hemingway's The Old Man and the Sea will know, you can catch the largest fish that swim with nothing more
sophisticated than a hand line, as long as you are patient and have plenty of sea room. So for many thousands
of years, anglers did without reels and didn't find it much of an inconvenience; there were plenty of fish in
those days, because man hadn't begun his rape of the planet in earnest.
The Chinese probably invented the fishing reel around AD 300 or 400, but until the seventeenth century
the only evidence that anglers used them was in art - when a professional fisherman called Barker let it slip
that a 'winder' was useful for playing larger fish. Until then, anglers either used a horsehair line that fixed to
the rod tip, or more rarely, a running line fed through a loop at the rod tip.
By the late eighteenth century, anglers were using wide spooled, narrow arboured brass ‘winches’ which
were being made all over the country by jewelers, clock makers and jobbing craftsmen. These were attached
with three different methods: a spike; a circular clamp; or a foot, like a modern reel and they can be further
divided into direct drive reels and early multipliers. Multipliers were among the first angling gadgets; many
fishermen bought them because they allowed a much faster retrieve than single action reels, but they had
unreliable brass internal gearing. Sooner or later, playing a large fish would grind the teeth off the soft brass
gears - because the metallurgy wasn't up to it.
All these early reels had one thing in common, which was that they had narrow spindles, as you can see
in the illustration of the spike foot reel above, and this was one of the reasons why fishermen persisted with
multipliers.
Once a fish has run most of the line off a reel like this, you are left at a huge mechanical disadvantage - the
obvious solution is to increase the diameter of the spindle, or arbour. Amazing though it is to think of it, this
leap of imagination took place 150 years ago, although it took another century before the concept made its
mark on fly fishing reels.
Until the middle of the 19th century, anglers used the same reel for everything they did, whether it was
float fishing, trolling, or fly fishing, but then a gradual specialisation began to occur. This is the time when
the descriptions 'fly' and 'coarse' fisherman began to be used by anglers.
One of the first reels which can claim to have a truly coarse fishing parentage is the ‘Nottingham’, which appeared about a hundred and fifty years ago. These wide arboured reels owed their name to the place where
they were first made and were about four inches in diameter, made almost entirely out of wood apart from a
skeletal metal reinforcement braced across the back.
These reels were used for float fishing and trolling, using a very thin line and experts could cast the lightest
of floats twenty yards or more, directly off the reel, because the spool on a well maintained Nottingham was
incredibly free spinning.
The basic design was so simple and effective that reels of this type were still in use a century later and they
only began to fall out of favour after the Second World War, when nylon became freely available and made
the use of fixed spool reels more practical. If you would like to read more about the Nottingham method (and
about its deadly rival - the Thames style of fishing)
theFishingmuseum 2011 - design by Jon Ward-Allen, words and pictures by Andrew Herd

Subject: Fire Restrictions
FYI,

The Forest Service issued Fire Restrictions on April 18 this year, a full month
earlier than last year. This was due to the extreme dry conditions that are
present in the forest and throughout the state of Arizona. Under the current
restrictions there are only a very few locations where you can legally have a
campfire or use charcoal to cook outside of a structure, and those are in designated campgrounds.
It is important to know and understand that when the forest goes into fire restrictions, Gila County Ordinance 11-02 also goes into effect which bans all outdoor open fires on private property in the unincorporated parts of Gila County.
Violations of the Fire Restrictions in the National Forest can carry a fine up to
$5,000 per individual and $10,000 per group AND up to six months in jail. Violations of the Gila County Ordinance can carry a fine up to $500. If there is a fire
that is caused by violation of either of these bans on open fires, the responsible
party can be held liable for ALL costs associated with extinguishing the fire as
well as ALL costs associated with the losses of private property.
County law enforcement as well as Forest Service law enforcement have a
ZERO tolerance for violations of the current Fire Restrictions, and citations are
being issued.
If you witness a possible violation of these Fire Restrictions, please call 9-1-1
immediately.

List of activities that are BANNED under the current Fire Restrictions: (these
apply to the forest as well as private property)
All OPEN (outdoor) fires, including:
wood fires
charcoal fires
candles of any kind
tiki torches
kerosene heaters and lanterns
Welding and use of acetylene or any flame producing torches
Smoking outside of a vehicle or structure
Target shooting with use of any metal projectile
Use of internal combustion engines without acceptable spark arrester mufflers
Fireworks of any kind
Allowed activities:
Pressurized petroleum fueled cooking devices, lanterns and portable heaters
(such as propane grills, lanterns, and fire pits)
Heating and cooking devices inside a structure as long as there is an approved
spark arrester on the chimney
Smoking inside a structure or vehicle
Discharge of a firearm while engaged in a lawful hunt pursuant to state, federal
or tribal laws and regulations
Fire Restrictions continued on DFC back page
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Fly Tying Corner

Intermediate session on Tuesday. June 17th
Class will be at a Bass Pro. Classes start at 6:30.

Please bring materials and hooks ( (I will have foam strips, Simi seal and CDC Puffs).

June Flies of the Month

K Glissmeyer Spring Creek PMD Emerger
Hook: size 14 – 16 nymph hook
Thread: (Light) Yellow Cahill and Rust
Tail / Shuck: AZ Simi Seal –Yukon Gold and 4 Pheasant Tail Fibers
Rib: Rust Colored 6/0 tying thread
Abdomen: Cahill yellow Thread with Pheasant Tail pulled over top
and ribbed with Rust color thread
Wing Case Wing: 2 Medium Dun CDC Puffs.
Thorax: PMD superfine dubbing
Legs: 1 PMD dyed CDC puff
The PMD emerger pattern comes from Federation of Fly Fishers Spring Summer
2014 magazine. The AZ simi seal as a tail material caught my eye. The magazine
also has information on the 2014 FFF Fly Fishing Fair that runs from August 5th to
August 9th in Livingston, Montana. You can find more information at Fedflyfishers.com. I like the shape and look and am already thinking what other colors to
try. Maybe brown with a light yellow thread for the rib. Olive and tan colors may
be good too.

Chocolate Foam Wing Emerger
Hook: 18-22
Thread: 6/0 brown
Body: Brown Thread
Rib: None
Thorax: Brown Dubbing

Chocolate Foam was a go to fly for San Juan a few years ago and has become a
standard in my fly box since hearing about it. I use a strip cut from the seal of a
water cooler bottle for the foam.
QUESTIONS??? Catch me, Bob at: Harrn7963@aol.com
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Good Ol'
Fish Story...
by
Good Ol'

Dick
Brooks

WOODS CANYON LAKE?

Woods Canyon Lake? Some of my past experiences with Woods Canyon Lake have been less
than enjoyable. Granted, I was there on weekends when having a job only allowed me to fish
on the weekends and the atmosphere at the lake was almost like being at a carnival, something I
am not really into. With this in mind I knee-jerk balked when my young friend of 30 years announced that he had a week off from school and wanted to go fishing. You need to understand
that Grant and I have been fishing together since the summer of 1984 when I met him through
his non-fishing father at a business convention and Grant enjoys fishing more than anyone of my
acquaintance. Several years ago I introduced him to fly fishing and he made the immediate transition from the dark side.
The week he had in mind was the last week in April and since the lake was open to fishing and
the Forrest Service campgrounds were yet to open I figured that we might find a more solitary
experience then what I have previously encountered. We had checked out the camping availability
across the entrance to the lake off the 260 and discovered that there were adequate if primitive
camping sites available on FR171. With this in mind we loaded up our camping gear, {Grant had
just purchased a new tent and was anxious to try it out} and since I have limited space in my old
’77 CJ5 and he has little space in his Nissan Versa we wound up taking both vehicles. The weather
forecast was promised to be cold and windy days and
nights for most of the week but we’re tough guys and had
endured much worse conditions in the past and figured
it would be just another adventure to add to our large list
of interesting trips.
Monday morning arrives and at five AM we are loaded
up and ready to go. Even though the temperatures here
in the valley have been delightful I’m dressed like I am
going on an arctic mission since I refuse to put the top
and doors on my Jeep and plan on finding a way to rig
my pontoon boat up on the top of the roll cage for easy
transport to and from the campsite and lake. Breakfast is
at one of the locally owned (non-franchise) cafes in Payson and then it is on up the hill to the rim. The temperature is not much above freezing and I am pleased that I
have on lots of layers to insulate from the cold. Our chosen campsite is a nice flat spot just past the picnic only
sites on FR171 and it takes us about ninety minutes to get set up. Our plan is to cook breakfast and
dinner at the camp and have lunch on the water at the lake with the exception of driving to Heber
for dinner on Wednesday night for their excellent Flatiron Steak.
Now that we have our home for the week established we head for the lake. We are well rewarded since the Forrest Service Campsites will not open until Friday night and the parking lot at
the launch ramp is empty. Loading up our floatables and getting launched is quick since we have
made most of the preparations in camp and soon we are on the water. Grant somehow always
manages to be ready and fishing well in advance of my efforts and he is into a fish within five minutes of being on the water while I am still struggling to get my flippers on. He lands and releases
a nice 14” trout that became too overly interested in a size 12 purple Woolly Bugger. The forecast
high winds have yet to appear and we spend several hours trying to figure out just what the fish
want. Last fall they were enamored of small Elk Hair Caddis flys or small Parachute Adams in size
16 or smaller but this Spring things have changed. We finally discover that there is a small black
bug about size 14 on the water that has a bunch of red on it, (can you tell I’m not an Etomologist?),
and the fish will take a Parachute Adams with a bright red post. When they tire of that they fall
victim to an Adams fly with some bright pink yarn as the post and we land several fish. And the
wind shows up. I mean WIND! What has been a steadily increasing breeze develops into a real
blow to the point that it is no longer fun as the spray is starting to blow off of the whitecaps and
we retreat to the parking lot and head back to camp.
Dinner is steak, steamed broccoli, and salad which always makes for a good camp dinner and
since I am scheduled for an annual physical the following week we decide that hotdogs and burgers are probably not the right choice for this week. The wind that has come up has also brought
some decidedly cold temperatures with it and it is not long after dinner and dark that we head for
the tent and our cozy sleeping bags. My bag is a Slumberjack minus 20 degree Holofil bag, I hate
being cold, and I have had several good years of use out of it but evidently my trip to Alaska with
my brother and Joe Staller last summer has used up its available life. Even wearing extra clothing
to bed that night I was just cold enough to make sleep difficult.
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The following morning we awake to 34 degree temperatures in the tent and the wind howling so
hard that cooking breakfast is impossible. Simple enough, we drive into Payson for a nice hot, wind
free breakfast and while away a few hours getting enough coffee in us to give us the confidence to
return to the rim. Upon arrival at the lake we discover that conditions have changed. They have
gotten worse. The wind is blowing spray off the whitecaps and launching our floatables seems
ridiculous so back to camp for a few hours of novel reading and of course a quick nap after which
we decide “it can’t really be that bad” and head back to the lake. We’re wrong. It is still blowing
hard, 35mph with 50+mph gusts but we do manage to find a cove off to the left of the launch ramp
past the boat rental dock where we can at least fish from the bank and catch several fish in the 8 to
12” range. This will become the procedure for the next three days as the wind blows hard around
the clock and putting a boat on the water is foolish if not dangerous. On Wednesday the wind was
blowing so hard that even the store would not rent boats so we fish from the bank and make do
with what we have available. In fact it is blowing so hard with no letup that we repeat our drive to
Payson for breakfast each morning as cooking is impossible. We do manage to get a brief respite
in the evening so making dinner is possible but the mornings are impossible.
Oh yeah. I mentioned earlier that my old reliable sleeping bag’s comfort is all used up and after
two nights of not much sleep I purchase a huge Coleman rectangular 0-20 degree bag at Walmart
to use as an overlap for my sorry old bag and finally I am able to “not be cold” at night. Of course
the combination of the two bags is too much and I wake up drenched in perspiration just two
hours after dropping off to sleep the first night I use it. Some minor adjustments and things finally
work out as planned.
The Red Onion in Heber has long been a favorite of mine while camping on the rim as sometimes I am just too bushed or lazy to prepare dinner after a hard day of fishing and their fare has
always been great. They don’t disappoint us on Wednesday night and the Flatiron steak is still as
good as ever. I comes with a broasted potato and a nice crisp green salad and is usually more than
I can finish without hurting myself. They also serve a great burger
and have daily specials so if you are in the area with an appetite I
strongly recommend it.
Friday comes and the wind has abated. Still breezy with a few
strong gusts but nowhere near what we have experienced all week.
We are also able to cook breakfast in camp which gives us an extra
hour to be on the water. The crowds have shown up for the weekend
and the shore is lined with many groups of people out enjoying the
lake. As usual one can hear just about every conversation occurring
on the bank from just about anywhere on the lake but that is just part
of the experience.
Stupid/stubborn me has decided that if I can’t catchem on top that
I’m not going to catchem at all and I am right! I go all day without
a single bite. Grant is faced with a dilemma that many of encounter
in that he has a friend that wants him to “bring him back some fish”.
With that in mind Grant is still dragging that purple Woolly Bugger
around and has managed to land and keep four nice trout. Since taking fish from a put and take lake is akin to buying a donut at Circle
K we figure it is OK and not violating our usual catch and release format that we mostly employ.
Finally four o’clock arrives and the fish start to rise so I think that now my fishless day is about to
be over. WRONG! My used fly patch resembles some kind of abstract painting with all the unsuccessful flys I have tried all day. Grant has now switched to a dry fly and is hooking several fish and
I am using the same fly/leader/tippet combination within twenty feet of him and I STILL cannot
get bit. Finally I get one fish to rise and take my small Elk Hair Caddis and I immediately break
him off as I am so amped at having some success that you would think that I was trying to cross
the eyes of a big bass. And that was it. No matter what I tried I could not get another fish to rise
to my fly. I guess that is just fishin.
As darkness starts to fall we realize that we still have to break camp and return to the valley. I
don’t know about you, but it is always seems more difficult to repack the gear in an orderly fashion
after a hard day/week of being outdoors but we manage to get it all stuffed back in the vehicles and
head down the hill. All in all it was a good week. Sometimes you just have to take what you get
and make the best of it and I think we did.
Catch me, Good Ol' Dick Brooks at: gdubby77@gmail.com
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Host: Mike Yavello • mike.yavello@gmail.com

Saturday, July 12, 2014
Boulder Cove Canyon Lake

Host: Tom Horvath at: mhorvath@reddenconstruction.com

September 18 - 21, 2014
San Juan

More details to come.
Any questions catch: Charlie Rosser at chasr123@cox.net.
Fire Restrictions continued....
Campfires/charcoal fires in metal fire rings and metal charcoal pedestals provided by the Forest Service are allowed
within designated developed campgrounds.
These measures are necessary to protect lives and property due to the extremely high fire danger we are currently
experiencing. Please be vigilant and extremely cautious with your outdoor activities. Your safety and the safety and
well being of all of us that live and recreate in Rim Country depends upon how careful we all can be.
Don't let a moment of carelessness result in a catastrophe for everyone. Remember, if you witness a possible violation call 9-1-1.
Thank you for your continued support.
EDITORS NOTE: This articla was an e-mail from our DFC Trout Bum buddy, Jay Figley. Special thanx, Jay, I knwo this is a
great message. We all appreciate you sharing this with us. Catch Jay at: jefigley@mac.com
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